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1 Tick () A, B, or C to complete the sentences. 

Example: They ________ from New York. They’re from Seattle. 

A  not      B  aren’t       C  isn’t   

1 Hello! Come in. I’ve ---------------- made some coffee. Would you like some? 

 A  just      B  already      C  yet  
 

2 What--------- you do last weekend? 

 A  are      B  did      C  do  
 

3 I --------------- in the park when it started raining. 

 A  sat      B  was sitting      C  sit  
 

4 I------------- the swimming pool on Monday evenings. 

 A  go usually to      B  always go      C  often go to  
 

5 We ------------work tomorrow. 

 A  haven’t to      B  don’t have to      C  must to  
 

  6  ---------------- to the football match on Saturday? 

 A  Are you going      B  Do you go      C  Will you be  
 

 7 Let’s order a pizza. We don’t have ---------------- to cook for dinner. 

 A  nothing      B  anything      C  something  
 

 8 I need some advice. What -------------- do? 

 A  I must      B  should I      C  could  
 

 9 That case is too heavy for you. I-------------- you. 

 A  ’ll help      B  help      C  ’m going to help  
 

10 I think this is the -------------- song on my MP3 player. 

 A  better      B  most best      C  best       
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2 Tick () A, B, or C to complete the sentences. 

Example: We eat in the ________. 

A  bathroom      B  bedroom      C  dining room    

1 My mother’s brother is my -----------________. 

 A  grandfather      B  nephew      C  uncle  
 

2 My sister works in an office. She’s a -------------________. 

 A  receptionist      B  musician      C  builder  
 

3 I don’t see Pete very much, but we often --------------_at weekends. 

 A  download      B  skype      C  search  



4 Can I pay by credit-------------, please? 

 A  ticket      B  money      C  card  
 

5 I work with sick animals. I’m a ------------________. 

 A  lawyer      B  politician      C  vet  
 

6 I got your email but I couldn’t open the ------------________. 

 A  wifi      B  attachment      C  Internet  
 

7 My father’s a---------------. He flies all over the world. 

 A  pilot      B  builder      C  nurse  
 

8 I need some-------------for this letter, please. 

 A  stamps      B  keys      C  coins  
 

9 My brother’s daughter is my --------------________. 

 A  granddaughter      B  sister      C  niece  
 

10 You can buy food at a --------------________. 

 A  pharmacy      B  market      C  post office   
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3 Read the text below and complete the sentences with a maximum of 4 words.  

Olvasd el a szöveget, majd maximum 4 szóval egészítsd ki az utána található 

mondatokat! 

The Importance of Music in Schools 

"Music helps the mind develop and grow," my dad often says, and I have found this to be 

very true. It is a proven fact that participating in a music programme in school will help 

develop your brain to a higher level and faster than other students. Music actually improves 

communication between the right and left sides of the brain, allowing you to gain better 

comprehension and memorization skills. So, why do we need music in our schools? Well, 

because music is everything. Music is science. It is exact and demands acoustics. The 

conductor's score is a graph that contains volume changes, melody and harmony, all the while 

keeping the group at a constant pace. Music is math. It is based on the rhythmic subdivisions 

of time, done in a split second. Music is history.  

The music you hear or play is usually an indication of the time and environment in which it was 

created. 

Music is physical education. It requires an immense amount of coordination of fingers, hands, 

arms,lips, cheeks and facial muscles. Not to mention control of your diaphragm, back, tomach 

and chest muscles to make sure every note comes out clearly and in pitch. 

Music is a foreign language. Its terms are usually in Italian and the music is not in any language 

known to man. It is its own language and uses symbols to represent ideas. 

Music is the universal language that everyone understands and can relate to. Music is what 

brings everything together. Most of all, music is art. It is the greatest form of art that allows a 

human to take boring notes on a page, and transform them into an emotion and feeling you 

cannot measure. Music is just as important as all the classes you are required to take, and it is 

critical that music classes remain in schools. Not only to provide a place for students to belong, 

but also something that will help their minds grow and develop like no other class. 



 

 

Example: A number of mental skills get better if you go to a music programme in school. 

 

1. Music has elements that change or stay the same, comparing it to....................................... 

 

2. Music is a reflection of when it was composed, it can be related to..................................... 

 

3. Sport and music both need a lot..................................... 

 

4. Because music communicates ideas it can be compared to a……………………………. 

 

5. Musicians create art by reading...................................................................................... 
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4 Writing  

Folytasd a mondatot! Írj egy 90-100 szavas történetet múlt időben! 

 

One dark night I was walking home when … 
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